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1 Use of timber for decking
The use of timber for external decking has a long history ranging from its 
use as Bronze Age walkways in the fens, to the verandas, railway platforms, 
piers and jetties of the nineteenth century. In the major timber growing areas 
of the world, such as North America and Scandinavia, wood was used for 
sidewalks in the cities and lasted for many years before eventually being 
replaced by paving.

The deck, however, largely developed as an uncovered version of the 
verandas typical of frame houses of the tropics and the Southern states of 
America. They are an integral feature of open-air living which ties into the 
lifestyle of these areas. However, timber decks are now common all over the 
world, including the UK.

The popularity of outdoor living today is evident in the increased numbers 
of pergolas, conservatories and summerhouses, as well as external seating 
areas such as decks and patios associated with UK housing. It is also 
reflected in the increased popularity of outdoor dining or drinking areas 
attached to pubs, restaurants and hotels. Many of these open-air spaces are 
in the form of timber decks because these are easy and quick to build, require 
less groundwork than masonry construction, particularly on sloping or rough 
sites, and can blend in well with existing landscape features. Timber decks 
are frequently associated with waterside developments where the decked 
area may extend partially over the water, providing a ‘maritime’ character.

A significant expansion over recent years has been in the use of timber 
decking for large areas of public open spaces. The availability of durable 
hardwoods with full legal and environmental certification has been a strong 
influence on this market. Further information is given in Appendix I.

Timber decks are particularly popular for sloping sites, where they can project 
out over land that would otherwise require major groundworks in order to 
provide a sufficiently level area for a conventional terrace. Often stepped 
in level to provide for various different activities, they frequently include 
pergolas, windbreaks, screens, benches, pools, spa pools and storage spaces.

Figure 1.1 Ipê decking, benches and planters at the Royal College of 
General Practitioners in London
Photo: Woodtrend
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The best way to reduce any problems of movement is to ensure that the 
moisture content of the boards at the time of installation is as close as 
possible to the likely ‘in use’ moisture content. In the UK the normal range of 
moisture content of timber decking in use is likely to be between 12%–20% 
(BS EN 942 Timber in joinery. General requirements suggests 12%–19%), 
although the moisture content is likely to go above this range for short 
periods and there will always be some variation in the moisture content 
during the course of the year as a result of changes in the relative humidity. 
To minimise the risk of heavy rainfall raising the moisture content of the 
surface of the boards, water should be able to drain away quickly between 
wettings. Softwood boards will generally absorb moisture more readily than 
hardwood, but coatings can make them more resistant to absorbing moisture 
and consequently more dimensionally stable.

In service shrinkage or swelling should not result in significantly large or 
small gaps. Suitably sized packers can be used to properly space the boards 
during installation and loose laying of the boards beforehand will allow for 
proper setting out.

Timbers are classified into one of three ‘movement classes’ that refer to the 
dimensional changes that occur when dried timber is subjected to changes 
in moisture content. The average shrinkage or swelling is usually in the 
range of 1% across the grain for every 3% to 5% change in moisture content 
below 30%, depending on whether the timber is classified as small, medium 
or large movement. Movement properties of some timbers are given in the 
species tables in the appendix and further information on the movement of 
timber can be found in TRADA’s WIS 4-14 Moisture in timber.

Small surface cracks or ‘checks’ often occur in deck boards due to drying out 
when exposed to hot sun. These will usually close up when the surface is 
wetted, but it is advisable to choose woods that are rated as having ‘small’ or 
‘medium’ movement, as there will be less risk of checks or splits developing 
as the surface moisture content is reduced.

3.5 Resistance to wear and impact
Deck boards are subject to gradual wear and erosion over a period of time 
depending on their use. Care should be taken in the initial choice of a timber 
to stand up to the anticipated end use. Screw fixing of decking boards is 
preferable to nailing as it allows boards to be replaced in the long term if 
necessary.

As a general rule, timbers of lower density will be subject to greater wear 
than those of higher density. In practice, however, for all private, domestic 
and many commercial deck schemes, good quality softwoods can offer a 
satisfactory resistance to wear as proven over many years in such applica-
tions.

Applications where dense hardwoods do offer some advantages include 
areas where studded or spiked sports shoes are worn or where high impact or 
high point loads are anticipated. Because such severe usage would quickly 
damage any surface finish in these locations, it is preferable to leave the 
hardwood unfinished.
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3 Performance

For more typical conditions of use a surface finish can provide some wear 
resistance to the surface of the wood, but heavy local wear can lead to an 
uneven appearance which may require more frequent re-coating of these 
localised areas, or of the deck as a whole.

3.6 Slip resistance
It is a common perception that timber decks are slippery and potentially 
hazardous when wet. While there is certainly a potential for this, the risks 
can be minimised, with careful detailing, choice of appropriate materials, 
and routine care and maintenance. The main areas of risk are ramps, steps 
and landings at the head of steps, or immediately adjacent to doorways.

The primary and most common cause of slipperiness on timber decks is 
standing water, which can drastically reduce underfoot grip and can also 
cause the timber to become saturated and inherently more slippery than dry 
wood. Practical steps should be taken to ensure that standing water does 
not therefore occur. These include ensuring that decks are installed with 
a positive drainage fall, as well as ensuring adequate gaps are introduced 
between boards. The extent of fall need only be slight and would probably 
not be detectable to the user, but it is important that falls run away from a 
building to the outer edge of the deck or to a drainage channel provided. 
Sufficient falls may be difficult to achieve with long decking boards. Care 
should also be taken to ensure the joists are consistently spaced so that there 
are no dips in the level of the boards between supports which will cause 
water to pond on the surface of boards.

The width of the boards will also influence the risk of standing water, and 
the use of narrower boards with gaps will reduce the risk of standing water.

A secondary cause of potential slipperiness is the occurrence of algae, 
moulds and slime which can occur on timber that remains wet or damp for 

Figure 3.2 The Stavanger Boardwalk in Norway offers slip resistance in several directions by using anti-slip 
Accoya deck boards laid at angles
Photo: Accsys Technologies PLC
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by the overall loading and stability of the structure. Stability becomes more 
important the higher the deck is above ground level, and it may be necessary 
to add cross-bracing in some cases.

Alternatively the deck substructure can be directly supported at one end on 
a wall plate or hangers fixed to a masonry wall, rather than on beams. Brick 
or stone walls can provide good support for a limited height but they may not 
be sufficiently stable for a high level deck and will require more substantial 
foundations than required for posts.

Steel ‘H’ sections, or hollow tube sections, can be used for columns and have 
the advantage of providing a visually light structure when supporting high 
level decks. Exposure to the weather can cause corrosion and the sections 
should preferably be galvanized to reduce the need for regular repainting. 
Steel columns can be either embedded in concrete or bolted to the top of 
concrete foundations.

For low level decks, timber posts can be bolted into steel ‘shoes’, which can 
either be set into drying concrete or bolted into precast concrete pads (see 
Figures 4.3 and 4.6). Alternatively, some precast concrete pads have grooved 
profiles designed to directly support post ends and beam edges without the 
need for any steel connections, see Figure 4.4 for an example.

Figure 4.3 Post on standard steel 
support

Drainage hole

Drainage hole

Drainage lines in case
timber gets wet

Figure 4.4 Precast concrete pads can be used to support post ends and beam edges
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4 Substructure

If timber posts are to be embedded in poured concrete foundations the base 
should include compacted gravel or loose fill, or if fixed to precast concrete 
there should be a preformed hole in the base, to allow for drainage of the 
post. An additional protection in the form of a bituminous paint or similar 
coating, can be applied to the embedded section of the post, see Figure 4.6. 
If the posts are to stand in water, or there is a very high water table, different 
foundation details will be required. Embedding posts into concrete below 
ground is a compromise between ease of installation and durability given 
that timbers below ground level are likely to have a significantly shorter 
service life than posts supported above ground level.

4.3 Deck substructure
Timber decks are usually fixed to a timber substructure consisting of joists 
spanning between beams which are directly supported by the posts, piers or 
crosswalls. The main advantage of using timber is that all connections can 
be made by simple carpentry joints or with standard metal accessories fixed 
with nails, screws or bolts. Where a guard rail is required, the posts or poles 
can often be extended to provide support for the rail.

Bituminous paint or
similar to embedded
section +100mm Back fill gravel

or concrete
without sand

Formed concrete
base with oversize
pocket in centre

Drainage hole

Poured concrete

Pole or post Pole or post

50
mm

50
mm

Compacted gravel

Figure 4.5 Concrete foundations. Two methods of embedding posts or poles. Note the method shown on the right 
allows for posts to be removed and replaced more easily

Steel brackets Steel bracket
with oversize 
bolt holes in 
base for in situ 
bolts

Poured 
concrete fill 
in precast
drain ring or
specialist
former tube

Poured concrete
base

Reinforcing bars 
to tie upper
concrete to base

Poured concrete
base

Precast
concrete 
base

Haunches
or reinforced
bars to fix 
precast base
to concrete
sub-basePoured concrete

Concrete
former tube

Steel support
bracket embedded
in concrete

Figure 4.6 Three methods of mounting posts on steel brackets on concrete bases
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With timber beams there are some advantages in using two members rather 
than one, as the reduced section thickness will minimise the effects of any 
moisture-induced movement in the timber. Single beams can then be used at 
the edge of the deck, rather than double beams as these only carry half the 
deck load, although double beams are more common. The beams can simply 
be bolted to the side of any posts, either at the same height or at different 
heights to accommodate any changes of deck level. This arrangement also 
allows for easier extension of the deck in the future, if this is found necessary. 
Typical details are shown in Figure 4.7.

Joists supporting decking are usually carried over the top of the beams. This 
has the advantage that the joists for wider decks can be designed to span 

Figure 4.8 Double beam supporting 
joists
Photo: Gibson Design & Build

Figure 4.9 Double beams 
supporting joists

Typical perimeter-parallel
to beam posts projecting

Perimeter parallel to beam,
posts within deck Perimeter parallel to joists Small change in level 

Figure 4.7 Typical substructure details

= =
= = = = = = =

Baluster

Header
joist

Section through beams

Max
cantilever
25% span
of joist

Double beam 
internally

Posts may be necessary 
to pick up beam at building 
face (depending on load)

10mm
min gap

10mm
min gapBaluster

Section through joists

Max cantilever
main beam 
600 c/c

Figure 4.10 Projecting joists over beams
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4 Substructure

across a number of beams, possibly reducing their required section size. It is 
normally adequate to nail the joists to the beams, but special steel clips are 
available and provide more stability when deep narrow joists are required.

Another advantage of carrying the joists over the top of the beams or wall is 
that, if required, the joists can be cantilevered out beyond the supports. As a 
rule of thumb, joists can be cantilevered out a distance equivalent to about 
a quarter of their clear span. See Figure 4.10. Projecting the deck out over 
the supports can visually ‘play down’ the support structure but also has the 
practical advantage of keeping the foundations well below the deck. This 
can be particularly advantageous on sloping sites, as moving the supports 
up the slope will reduce their height.

If it is necessary to limit the overall depth of the deck construction, the 
supporting joists can be set between the beams so that their tops are at the 
same level. In this case it is not practical to project the joists beyond the edge 
supports. The joists can be supported on galvanized or stainless steel joist 
hangers fixed to the sides of the beams, see Figures 4.11 and 4.12b. The type 
of joist hanger that clips over the top of the beam is best avoided because 
the top flange can conflict with deck fixings that lie on the joist lines. 
Alternatively, the joists can be supported on ledgers, which are continuous 
battens screwed to the beams, see Figure 4.12a. These will require struc-
tural calculation. The tops of ledgers should preferably be chamfered to shed 
water and the ends of the joists should be cut to the same pitch to ensure a 
good bearing.

Figure 4.11 Standard pressed steel 
hanger

Supporting post

Blocking between
long-span joist

Section through beams

Ledger

Blocking at joist centres
to support deck boards 
and ensure load spreading
between beams

10mm
min gap

10mm
min gapSupporting post

Blockings between
long-span joists

Section through joists

Ledger

Figure 4.12 (a) Joists on ledgers between beams
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